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Abstract: This article offers a detailed analysis of the recent history of pensions policy in the 
UK, culminating in two apparent µUHYROXWLRQV¶ LQSROLF\QRZXQGHUZD\WKHLQWURGXFWLRQRI
µDXWRPDWLF HQUROPHQW¶ LQWR SULYDWH SHQVLRQV DQG SURSRVDOV IRU D QHZ µVLQJOH-WLHU¶ VWDWH
SHQVLRQ¶ These reforms are considered exemplary of WKH µILQDQFLDOLVDWLRQ¶ RI 8. ZHOIDUH
provision ± typified in pensions policy by the notion that individuals must take personal 
responsibility for their own long-term financial security, and engage intimately with the 
financial services industry to do so. As such, the reforms represent the continuation of 
pensions policy between the Labour and coalition governments, despite the coalition 
JRYHUQPHQW¶V novel rhetorical commitment to austerity. In fact, the pensions revolutions will 
actually cost the state significantly more than current arrangements, yet the importance of 
fears about population ageing means that the government is both able to marshal the imagery 
of austerity to justify financialisation, but also required to partly conceal the increased 
expenditure this requires. The article shows therefore how the financialisation agenda in 
pensions policy was evident before the financial crisis, but has evolved to both take 
advantage, and mitigate the constraints, of a post-crisis political climate. 
 
 
Coalition governments are not usually associated with radical transformations in public 
policy practice. Indeed, the Cameron-Clegg coalition was justified principally on the basis of 
an imminent sovereign debt crisis, requiring co-operation µLQ WKH QDWLRQDO LQWHUHVW¶ (HM 
Government, 2010), rather than because of inherent affinities between the Conservatives and 
the Liberal Democrats in their approaches to public policy. Yet since coming to office in 
2010, the coalition government has been responsible for two apparent revolutions in UK 
SHQVLRQVSROLF\WKDWLVWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIµDXWRPDWLFHQUROPHQW¶LQWRZRUNSODFHSHQVLRQ
VFKHPHVDQGWKHFUHDWLRQRIDµsingle-tier¶VWDWHSHQVLRQThe latter essentially abolishes the 
state second pension, which through various incarnations had offered an earnings-UHODWHGµWRS
XS¶WRWKHQRPLQDOO\VRFLDOLQVXUDQFH-based basic state pension. The former ensures that the 
vast majority of people will now be saving in a privately-provided pension, in addition to any 
state provision they may be entitled to. Both reforms emanate, of course, from the 
Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), which has also been responsible for a third (and 
much higher profile) revolution in public policy ± the establishment of a single benefit, 
Universal Credit, to replace a wide array of means-tested working age benefits. However, 
whereas at the time of writing the prospects for a successful implementation of Universal 
Credit appear bleak, both pensions policy revolutions seem unstoppable. This is despite the 
fact that, compared to either pensions reform discussed here, Universal Credit affects far 
fewer people and represents a much less radical departure from current practice (see Brewer 
et al, 2011; Dean, 2012). While these changes have not gone unnoticed by scholars, the 
literature within political science on the coalition¶V policy agenda has largely focused on 
issues around governance; how things are being done, rather than what is being done (Baldini 
and Hopkin, 2012; Bennister and Heffernan, 2012; Hazell and Yong, 2012; Richards et al, 
2014) ± and related to this, the implications for the UK constitution and public realm 
(Bogdanor, 2011; Skelcher et al, 2013). Of course, the relative novelty of coalition 
government in the UK, coupled with the radically altered fiscal environment within which the 
coalition partners are operating, makes this focus understandable. Yet it runs the risk of 
overlooking important continuities in policy agendas between the coalition and its 
predecessor ± clearly evident in the case of pensions policy, whereby although the reforms 
are transformative, they were set in motion by New Labour in crucial regards. The analysis 
therefore broadly aligns itself with the growing literature on the continuities between the 
8.¶V SUH-crisis and post-crisis models of economic statecraft (Crouch, 2011; Hay, 2013), 
albeit expanding this literature into new analytical territory through detailed examination of 
public policy. 7KHOLWHUDWXUHRQWKHQDWXUHRIWKH&RQVHUYDWLYH3DUW\¶VDJHQGDIRUJRYHUQPHQW
also offers useful insights for this analysis (Heppell and Seawright, 2012), although a key 
IRFXV RI WKLV ZRUN KDV EHHQ KRZ WKH &RQVHUYDWLYHV¶ DJHQGD LV UHIUDFWHG YLD FRDOLWLRQ
dynamics, and as yet pensions policy has not featured strongly in this literature. 
The article argues that the pensions reforms are exemplars of the financialisation of UK 
pensions provision. They are therefore a continuation of, rather than departure from, the 
/DERXUJRYHUQPHQW¶VSROLF\LQWKLVDUHD As understood here, the process of financialisation 
encompasses, firstly, the increased importance of financial markets and financial motives to 
the economy; secondly, the increased engagement between individuals and financial services 
and the personalisation of financial risks; and thirdly, the apparently intensified need for 
prudent financial behaviour (see Epstein, 2006; Finlayson, 2009; Lapavitsas, 2011; van der 
Zwan, 2014). The article will argue that all three features are apparent across the pensions 
revolutions, and have been accepted and/or pursued by policy-makers, and as such, UK 
pensions SROLF\ KDV EHHQ µILQDQFLDOLVHG¶ ,Q VKRUW pensions provision has been gradually 
reoriented around the notion the individuals are personally responsible for retirement saving ± 
with HYHQWKHVWDWHSHQVLRQUHLPDJLQHGDVDµVDYLQJVSODWIRUP¶ 
Interestingly, the pensions policy changes will cost more than the systems they are 
replacing. While the single-tier state pension will probably cost slightly less than the current 
state pension over the very long term (DWP, 2013b), this follows the significant increase in 
cost associated with restoring earnings indexation, applicable to both the current and future 
state pension systems (HM Treasury, 2010: 48).1 Automatic enrolment will cost significantly 
more, immediately (around £11 billion by 2018), in the form of increasing the amount of tax 
revenue foregone through pensions tax relief (Pensions Policy Institute, 2013). Ostensibly, 
this problematises the coalitioQJRYHUQPHQW¶VSXUVXLWRIDXVWHULW\DQGZRXOGDSSHDUWRFUHDWH
conflict between a tacit financialisation agenda, and the more publicly espoused austerity 
agenda. However, this article also argues that we need to recast austerity in light of the 
longer-standing move towards financialisation in pensions provision, accepted by all main 
political parties in the UK. Austerity is not simply a novel and direct response to financial 
crisis and recession, but signifies a broader agenda in which the need for responsible financial 
behaviour giving rise to greater self-reliance is instilled not only upon individuals, but also 
the state itself (it is worth noting that, ceteris parabus, Universal Credit will also cost more 
than the systems it is replacing (Brewer et al, 2011; 2012)).  
The pensions changes help, therefore, to facilitate austerity in this regard, which explains 
their attractiveness to the coalition government; but at the same time, the discourse around 
austerity acts as a constraint on the justification of the higher level of public spending that is 
seemingly necessitated by financialisation. The notion of population ageing, however, 
appears to play a crucial role at the intersection of austerity discourse, the financialisation 
agenda and pensions policy developments. Evidence of population ageing, although 
contestable (Spijker and MacInnes, 2013), obviously bears down on pensions provision, in 
terms of the cost of state pensions and adequacy of private pensions, and as such forms part 
of the rationale for both the retrenchment of state provision, and the establishment of new 
forms of support for behavioural change at the individual level. Yet it appears also to offer a 
convenient way to evoke the imagery of austerity, even where no actual cuts are taking place. 
The article therefore offers a partial corrective to existing analysis of the politics of austerity. 
Although the idea of and rationale for austerity has been critically examined (Blyth, 2013, 
Levitas, 2012; Stanley, 2014), we need to consider also whether the coalition is actually 
pursuing austerity in any substantive sense. That there have been significant spending cuts 
does not mean that the nature of austerity can be taken at face value ± what is most important 
is how the pattern of both cuts and increases in public expenditure serve to reorient state 
orientations, as part of trends that were evident before the financial crisis, and before the 
coalition took office. 
The first section of the article reflects briefly on financialisation, focusing in particular on 
LWV UHODWLRQVKLS ZLWK ZHOIDUH UHIRUP E\ ZD\ RI HVWDEOLVKLQJ WKH DUWLFOH¶V FRQFHSWXDO
framework. In doing so this section reviews the limited literature on financialisation and UK 
SHQVLRQVDQGRXWOLQHVWKLVDUWLFOH¶VRULJLQDOFRQWULEXWLRQ The second and third sections of the 
article survey policy developments related to private and state pension provision, 
respectively, under the coalition government. These sections draw mainly upon green and 
white papers published by DWP to outline its plans for pensions reform, before and after the 
change of government in 2010, to make the case for the financialisation of UK pensions 
policy, although other sources are also used where appropriate (see specific citations). 
 
Financialisation and welfare retrenchment 
Gerald Epstein offers a fairly expansive view of what financialisation LVLQGHILQLQJLWDVµWKH
increasing role of financial motives, financial markets, financial actors and financial 
LQVWLWXWLRQV LQ WKH RSHUDWLRQ RI GRPHVWLF DQG LQWHUQDWLRQDO PDUNHWV¶   $OWKRXJK
SHUKDSV LPSOLHG LQ (SVWHLQ¶V UHIHUHQFH WR µILQDQFLDO PRWLYHV¶ LW LV IDLU WR VD\ WKDW
financialisation, upon its initial emergence as an analytical concept in the social sciences, 
referred mainly to macro-level economic processes, and meso-level forms of corporate 
organisation, rather than the household or individual dimension at the micro-level (Finlayson, 
2009). The latter has, however, become increasingly important to analysis of financialisation. 
Paul Langley (2004) charts this change with reference to the evolution of the concept away 
from its origins in Marxism and regime theory ± part of a meta-narrative signifying the shift 
from Fordist to post-Fordist capitalist organisation ± and towards cultural political economy, 
where the relationship between individual behaviour and embedded institutional and 
discursive practices is emphasised as a constitutive aspect of economic life. As outlined in the 
Introduction, this article understands financialisation as a series of connected trends 
encompassing the increased role and power of the finance sector and financial markets in the 
HFRQRP\ D UHRULHQWDWLRQ RI SULYDWH HFRQRPLF DFWRUV¶ JRDOV WRZDUGV VKRUW-term financial 
returns, the greater and more intimate degree of contact between individuals and financial 
services (and the importance of engaging with financial services for individual well-being) 
and, related to this, the personalisation of financial risks as collectivised financial 
PHFKDQLVPV DUH GLVPDQWOHG LQWHQVLI\LQJ WKH QHHG IRU µSUXGHQW¶ ILQDQFLDO EHKDYLRXU DW WKH
individual level. 
The financialisation concept has been usefully applied to the welfare state, or more 
precisely the efforts of North American and European governments to reform or retrench 
welfare entitlements, demonstrating the mutually reinforcing relationship between 
financialisation and neoliberalism. Often this has taken the form of detailing the role of states 
in creating new financial products and facilitating the emergence of new private markets ± in 
tandem with scaling back traditional welfare provision (see van der Zwan, 2014). In relation 
to the UK KRZHYHU WKH IRFXV RI UHVHDUFK KDV SULQFLSDOO\ EHHQ RQ WKH VWDWH¶V HIIRUWV WR
transform individual behaviour and expectations ± to facilitate greater self-reliance, through 
intimate engagement with financial services and processes, as traditional welfare 
DUUDQJHPHQWV DUH UHIRUPHG 7KH WHUP µDVVHW-EDVHG ZHOIDUH¶ ZKLFK ZDV EULHIO\ LQ YRJXH
among policy-makers themselves, typifies this approach. Matthew Watson (2009b) has 
GHWDLOHGIRULQVWDQFHWKH1HZ/DERXU¶VDWWHPSWVWRERRVWKRPH-ownership as part of asset-
based welfare, treating this agenda as exemplary of financialisation. Alan Finlayson (2009) 
has explored the creation by New Labour of Child Trust Funds through the rubric of 
financialisation, focusing on attempts by the Blair and Brown governments to use such 
instruments to both improve financial literacy and reorient individual aspirations. Of course, 
compared to other European countries the UK already has highly developed financial 
markets; it is understandable that analysts have focXVHG WKHUHIRUHRQ WKHVWDWH¶VDWWHPSWV WR
broaden access to these markets, to facilitate welfare retrenchment, rather than on the efforts 
to nurture new markets.  However, as will be explored below, in terms of pensions policy, 
attempts to reorient individual behaviour must be seen in conjunction with efforts to develop 
a mass market in defined contribution pension products; the article therefore supplements 
existing work on welfare retrenchment and financialisation in this regard. 
The financialisation literature in the UK has engaged with issues around pensions 
provision to a fairly limited extent. The increased need to save for a pension ± and the 
investment risk entailed in this ± LVFHQWUDOWR/DQJOH\¶VDFFRXQWRIWKHµHYHU\GD\OLIH¶
of global finance. Langley has also offered related studies of the promotional literature 
around new pensions saving schemes in the UK and the United States (Langley, 2006), and 
the contradictory role of the asset management industry ± which is pivotal to pensions 
provision ± in a financialised economy (Langley, 2004). Watson (2013) continues the theme 
RILGHQWLI\LQJFRQWUDGLFWLRQVZLWKLQILQDQFLDOLVDWLRQE\VKRZLQJKRZ1HZ/DERXU¶VHIIRUWVWR
create worker-saver-investors, partly through pensions policy, constrained the Brown 
JRYHUQPHQW¶V UHVSRQVH WR ILQDQFLDO FULVLV E\ W\LQJ LQGLYLGXDO ZHOIDUH WR WKH ILQDQFH VHFWRU
There remain, however, several gaps that this article hopes to fill. As yet there has been little 
specific research on the development of µDXWRPDWLF HQUROPHQW¶ DQG WKH UHODWHG 1DWLRQDO
Employment Savings Trust (NEST) (a partial exception in this regard is research on the 
influence of an emerging behavioural economics paradigm in establishing the basis for 
automatic enrolment ± and the implications and inherent flaws in such an approach; see 
/DQJOH\ DQG /HDYHU  0DEEHWW  5LQJ  'HERUDK 0DEEHWW¶V UHVHDUFK LV
particularly useful in that, by comparing the behavioural turn in pensions policy across the 
UK with the United States, she is able to show that the UK government has not fully 
succeeded in legitimising the individualisation of risk, due to the residual sense that even 
private pensions remain within the sphere of public welfare). Similarly, as yet there has 
seemingly been no research on WKHFRDOLWLRQJRYHUQPHQW¶VDSSURDFKWRWKHILQDQFLDOLVDWLRQRI
SHQVLRQVSURYLVLRQDQGDVVXFKKRZLWPLJKWUHODWHWRWKHFRDOLWLRQ¶VDXVWHULW\DJHQGD7KLV
article seeks to bring the evidence base up-to-date in terms of policy development, but a 
consideration of austerity also enables further reflection on the nature and rationale for the 
financialisation of  pensions provision (given that the coalition has strengthened previously 
identified practices). Interestingly, the existing analysis of financialisation and pensions in the 
UK appears not to have considered the influence of population ageing in driving policy 
development. This is perhaps understandable given that analysis has focused on pensions 
reform, like welfare provision in general, as emblematic of wider economic processes and 
ideological currents. Nevertheless, it means that analysis to date has marginalised a factor 
which is frequently cited ± albeit perhaps disingenuously ± as a key influence in this specific 
policy area; looking at the relationship between austerity and financialisation creates space 
for reflection on this issue here, although further research would be welcome. 
A further, related gap concerns the state pension system. Analysis so far has concentrated 
on private pensions, often assuming implicitly that state pensions are being retrenched in line 
with other forms of welfare. This article explores in more detail the extent to which the state 
pension system is being financialised: a process which strengthens financialisation at the 
individual level, but also serves to further the financialisation of the state itself ± through state 
pension reform the state appears to be seeking to manage new or intensified financial risks, 
even if not actually spending less money. By filling in these gaps in the analysis of the 
financialisation of UK pensions, the article offers the literature on financialisation a detailed 
study of the transmission mechanisms of financialisation replete in a major area of social 
policy, leading to the suggestion that scholars should avoid treating financialisation as a sea-
change in statecraft in the UK (irrespective of when this shift is deemed to have occurred). In 
highly complex areas such as pensions policy, financialisation has proceeded in a relatively 
piecemeal fashion, interacting with, and at different times, both constrained and enabled by, 
existing practive. As such, it is an uneven process, refracted by contemporaneous political 
circumstances (such as austerity). Indeed, policy-makers may not be motivated by advancing 
financialisation in any direct sense; rather, the process is evident in its effect in framing the 
nature of the problem ostensibly being addressed (such as population ageing). 
 
Private pensions 
Pensions provision in UK has largely been organised since the Second World War privately 
rather than through the state, and as such has exhibited a degree of financialisation for many 
years (see the contributions to Pemberton et al, 2006 for a historical analysis, particularly 
Pemberton, 2006. Bonoli, 2010 offers a history of UK pensions in comparative context). 
Traditionally, in the private sector, nationalised industries and local government, pensions 
were provided through collective investment funds. As these schemes matured, and their 
early members reached their full earnings potential, their size, and therefore capital market 
SUHVHQFHOHG*RUGRQ&ODUNWRKHUDOGWKHDJHRIµSHQVLRQIXQGFDSLWDOLVP¶ Yet while 
these schemes were intimately connected to capital markets, the individual member did not 
H[SHULHQFH WKHPDV VXFKEHFDXVH WKH\RIIHUHGJXDUDQWHHG µGHILQHGEHQHILW¶ '%SHQVLRQV
Backed by large, stable employers, and funded by healthy and stable investment returns, it 
was understandable that individuals understood these schemes as a form of wage-deferral 
rather than an investment. Indeed, individuals were often contractually obliged by their 
employer to join the pension scheme ± personal responsibility for pensions saving had yet to 
come to pass. Insofar as there were risks, they were shouldered by employers.  
Changes in corporate structures, and increasing competitive pressures from the global 
economy, are part of the reason for employers withdrawing from DB pension provision 
(although employers in formerly nationalised industries and local government have retained 
this form of provision ± not necessarily by choice). But it is the advance of financialisation, 
which is of course associated with these trends, which offers a more coherent explanation. 
The financialisation of UK pensions provision is epitomised in the most direct sense by the 
HPHUJHQFHRIµGHILQHGFRQWULEXWLRQ¶'&SHQVLRQVDQGPRUHVLJQLILFDQWO\WKHLUDUULYDOLQWR
workplaces (see Langley, 2004; 2006). DC pensions are essentially individual investment 
products. They are sold directly to individuals, but also to employers on behalf of their staff 
LQSURGXFWVNQRZQDVµJURXSSHUVRQDOSHQVLRQV¶6RPH'&SHQVLRQVFKHPHVDFWXDOO\PLPLF
the trust-based governance model of DB schemes, although investments are made on an 
LQGLYLGXDOUDWKHUWKDQFROOHFWLYHEDVLV0HPEHUV¶UHWLUHPHQWLQFRPHLVGHSHQGHQWILUVWO\RQ
how successfully their investments perform, and secondly, the purchase of an annuity with 
their final pot at retirement (changes announced at Budget 2014, discussed further below, 
mean that DC savers will no longer be compelled to purchase an annuity at retirement ± 
although it is likely that the vast majority of those automatically enrolled into a DC pension 
will do so). DC pensions therefore not only subject individuals to investment risks, but also 
involve making complex (and usually irreversible) financial decisions. 
Finance sector deregulation had enabled direct sales of DC products to individuals and 
employers, but they were also given a fiscal boost by government. The earnings-related state 
pension will be discussed below, but it is worth noting here that individuals have traditionally 
been DEOHWRµFRQWUDFWRXW¶RIWKLVbenefit if they have a DB pension ± in return, both they and 
their employer would receive a National Insurance rebate. In 1988 the Thatcher government 
extended this privilege to DC pension schemes. So radical was this change ± given the risks 
involved in DC pensions ± that even some providers of DC pensions urged caution. The 
insurer Prudential (which has a large presence in the annuities market) sought to advise their 
prospective customers about the downside of these products, warning in a marketing 
EURFKXUHWKDWµLI\RXDUHDOUHDG\DPHPEHURIDFRPSDQ\SHQVLRQ>WKDWLVD'%VFKHPH@RU
will soon become eligible to join one, you will probably feel it best to stay with your 
compan\VFKHPH¶7KH\ZHUHDFFXVHGE\WKHJRYHUQPHQWRIµXQGHUPLQLQJSHQVLRQVSROLF\¶
(both cited in Morris and Palmer, 2011: 60). 
 Financialisation is replete, however, not simply in deregulatory activities but also new 
forms of regulation ± and as such is directly implicated in the demise of DB, as well as the 
rise of DC. Beginning with the Statement of Standard Accounting Practice 24 (1988) and 
strengthened by Minimum Funding Requirement (1997), Financial Reporting Standard 17 
(2000) and International Accounting Standard 19 (applied in the UK in 2005), the rules on 
governance and disclosure for DB pension funds have generally been tightened to ensure 
accurate market-value accounting of assets and, crucially, to ensure that the funding status of 
schemes is reporWHG RQ VSRQVRULQJ HPSOR\HUV¶ EDODQFH VKHHWV (Bridgen and Meyer, 2009: 
598-599). Coupled with the triennial valuation cycle administered by the Pensions Regulator, 
DB schemes are under constant pressure to demonstrate their financial health in current 
terms, even though their principal liabilities may not fall due for many decades. The absence 
of an employer covenant or guaranteed retirement income for members means DC schemes 
need no such regulations ± because DC schemes offer no guarantee regarding outcomes for 
retirement income. 
Labour largely accepted this inheritance upon coming to office in 1997. In 1997, 34 per 
cent of private sector employees were members of DB schemes, compared to 12 per cent in 
DC schemes. By 2008, 14 per cent were in DB schemes, and 22 per cent in DC schemes. The 
overriding story, however, was that most private sector workers were not saving for a private 
pension at all, with the overall private sector scheme membership rate dropping from 46 per 
cent to 37 per cent over this period (Office for National Statistics, 2013b) ± µSHQVLRQ IXQG
FDSLWDOLVP¶ LQ WKH 8. ZDV RYHU EHIRUH LW KDG UHDOO\ HYHQ EHJXQ /DERXU¶V VROXWLRQ ZDV WR
expand access to DC pensions E\FRPSHOOLQJPRVWHPSOR\HUVWRRIIHUDµVWDNHKROGHU¶SHQVLRQ
(essentially a personal pension) to their staff. Employees had to make a conscious decision to 
µRSW LQ¶ WR WKH QHZ VFKHPH Charges that could be taken out of savings by providers were 
capped (conservatively) at 1 per cent ± although WKH µWUDQVDFWLRQ FRVWV¶ XVXDOO\ KLGGHQ LQ
lower investment returns were overlooked ± but employers themselves had no obligation to 
PDNHFRQWULEXWLRQV7KHPRQLNHUµVWDNHKROGHU¶LVKLJKO\UHYHDOLQJLQWKDW'&SHQVLRQVZHUH
conceived not simply as a mechanism for increasing pensions saving, but also for creating a 
link between saving by individuals and investment in the wider economy (see Department of 
Social Security, 1998). 3DXO /DQJOH\¶V VWXG\ RI WKH LQGLYLGXDOLVDWLRQ RI SULYDWH SHQVLRQV
provision in the UK and the United States shows how promotional literature issued by 
governments during this period, such as guides to pensions saving, demonstrates the 
emphasis placed on personal responsibility, and presents the decision to save for a pension as 
an investment rather than a form of insurance (Langley, 2006; see also Watson, 2013). 
Ultimately, as the government quickly acknowledged, stakeholder pensions failed, in that a 
voluntaristic approach led to low take-up rates. Only around 5 per cent of private sector 
workers were in a stakeholder pension scheme by 2008 (although arguably the charge cap 
had helped to drive down charges in other forms of DC pensions). With individuals not 
saving for their own retirement, and the state pension continuing to lose value in real terms, 
eligibility for means-tested pensioner benefits was forecast to increase dramatically. 
As expected, the Pensions Commission chaired by Adair Turner proposed a quasi-
PDQGDWRU\DSSURDFKWRSHQVLRQVVDYLQJWKURXJKµDXWRPDWLFHQUROPHQW¶ ± the first of the two 
pensions policy revolutions discussed in this article. While a quasi-mandatory system appears 
at first sight to contradict the value placed on personal responsibility, Langley explains that 
µQHROLEHUDO JRYHUQPHQW WKDW WDUJHWV WKH DGPLQLVWUDWLRQ RI FRQGXFW LQGLYLGXDOO\ DQG
collectively, combines norms and juridical arrangements in a mutually interdependent 
UHODWLRQVKLS¶  -931). The commission was announced in 2002, and issued three 
reports between 2004 and 2006. The commission originally suggested that individuals were 
enrolled into state-run DC schHPHV NQRZQ DV µSHUVRQDO DFFRXQWV¶ 7KLV ZDV HYHQWXDOO\
eschewed by the government, in part due to the administrative challenge, but also the fear 
that a strong role for the state could create the sense of guaranteed investment returns ± as in 
6ZHGHQ¶V µQRWLRQDO¶ '& (NDC) additional state pension system. However, the Labour 
government partially accepted the argument that the pensions industry could not deliver 
affordable pensions products to the mass market, by establishing the National Employment 
Savings Trust (NEST), which ostensibly competes with a range of other providers for 
automatic enrolment business, but has a duty to provide a pension scheme to any employer 
(or self-employed person) ± many providers deem small employers, for instance, as 
uneconomicaO FOLHQWV ,PSRUWDQWO\ WKH JRYHUQPHQW DFFHSWHG WKH FRPPLVVLRQ¶V
UHFRPPHQGDWLRQ WKDW HPSOR\HUV VKRXOG EH FRPSHOOHG WR FRQWULEXWH WR WKHLU HPSOR\HHV¶
pensions above a statutory minimum level. 
The framing of the problem that the commission were trying to fix, however, is just as 
important as the solutions they (and the government) finally delivered. Why were individuals 
told they need to save more? The commission presented population ageing as its raison 
G¶HWUeDUJXLQJWKDWLWKDGFUHDWHGµXQDYRLGDEOHFKRLFHV¶LQWHUPVRIVDYLQJPRUHDQGZRUNLQJ
longer. Yet the reason population ageing created these dilemmas is the impact it would have 
RQVWDWHSURYLVLRQWKHFRPPLVVLRQDUJXHGWKDWµWKHVWDWHSODQVWRSURYLGHGecreasing support 
for many people in order to control expenditure in the face of an ageing population (2004: x), 
DQG µ>O@RRNLQJ IRUZDUG WKH VWDWH LV SODQQLQJ WR SOD\ D UHGXFHG UROH LQ SHQVLRQV SURYLVLRQ¶
¶7here was simply no such plan on the part of the state; LQGHHGWKHFRPPLVVLRQ¶V
own analysis showed pension-related expenditure was expected to increase significantly in 
the coming decades, and their own proposals would have amplified this increase. The 
commission presents as a fait accompli the expectation that state provision would retreat in 
the face of population ageing, while at the same time recommending an expansion of certain 
forms of state support 6LPLODUO\ WKH FRPPLVVLRQ DFFHSWHG DV JLYHQ HPSOR\HUV¶
unwillingness to shoulder the kind of risks that DB provision placed upon them. After a long 
discussion of an NDC alternative, the commission recommended that the new system of 
private pensions saving should consist of a pure DC pension scheme, for three reasons: the 
VWDWH¶V VFDUFH UHVRXUFHs should be focused on providing a basic income floor rather than 
matching the liabilities associated with DB or NDC; DC pensions would create an individual 
pot with identifiable pension wealth that would be less amenable to future political tinkering; 
and individualisation would provide people an opportunity to take on riskier investments 
should they wish to do so (2005: 172). 
  ,Q WDNLQJ IRUZDUG WKH FRPPLVVLRQ¶V SODQV IRU DXWRPDWLF HQUROPHQW WKH /DERXU
government emphasised the centrality of personal responsibility WKH ILUVW RI ILYH µWHVWV RI
UHIRUP¶ to their agenda: 
 
We need to be clear that individuals must be responsible for their own plans for 
retirement. The reforms will ensure the provision of high-quality savings vehicles, 
and a solid state foundation to private savings. But the choice of how much to 
save, the level of risk to take with investments, and how long to work must be 
available to the individual. That provides the right balance of choice and support 
for individual responsibility (DWP, 2006: 22). 
 
The white paper Security in Retirement made very little attempt to justify the choice of DC 
over DB for the new system (albeit in part because they had decided against a universal DC 
V\VWHPFRQWUD WKHFRPPLVVLRQ¶VDGYLFH7KH\DFNQRZOHGJHG What the rise of DC had been 
associated with a reduction in contribution rates, but argued this was not directly related to 
the DC model but rather the challenging circumstances in which it had emerged in the private 
sector. Indeed, DC pensions were lauded IRU WKHLU µJUHDWHU IOH[LELOLW\« >ZKLFK@ EHWWHU
PDWFKHVWKHJUHDWHUPRELOLW\LQWKHODERXUPDUNHW¶':3 
Of course, Labour was not in government long enough to see its plans come to fruition, 
although the necessary primary legislation had been passed by 2008. Yet despite the 
experience of financial crisis and the deep recession of 2008-2009, the coalition government 
ODUJHO\ DFFHSWHG /DERXU¶V SODQV ZKROHVDOH Both the Conservatives and the Liberal 
Democrats has been supportive of automatic enrolmenWDQGLQGHHG/DERXU¶VSODQVIRUVWDWH
pension reform, discussed below), having joined the cross-party chorus broadly welcoming 
WKH 3HQVLRQV &RPPLVVLRQ SURSRVDOV XSRQ ZKLFK /DERXU¶V SODQ ZDV EDVHG 2QO\ DIWHU WKH
economic downturn began in 2008 did the Conservative leadership sound any significant 
notes of caution about the potential burden of automatic enrolment on business ± although its 
public pronouncements were not matched by any substantive policy differences with the 
government (Bouchal and Norris, 2014: 13). A short pamphlet by Theresa May in 2010 
promised a review of automatic enrolment legislation in this regard. This review took place 
incredibly quickly after the general election, reporting in October 2010, even though the 
Liberal Democrats had been handed the ministerial brief for pensions. The Making Automatic 
Enrolment Work review led to some alterations, including an extended timetable for the 
introduction of automatic enrolment and the minimum contribution rates, and the introduction 
of DQ µHDUQLQJV WULJJHU¶ PHDQLQJ WKRVH RQ YHU\ ORZ SD\ ZRXOG QR ORQJHU EH DXWRPDWLFDOO\
HQUROOHGDOWKRXJKPDQ\FRXOGVWLOOµRSW LQ¶ WRSHQVLRQVVDYLQJ± both changes designed to 
soften the impact of automatic enrolment on employers. The main story, however, is one of 
cross-party consensus on private pensions reform being maintained. The infamous review on 
employment regulation undertaken for the coalition government by Adrian Beecroft in 2011 
had recommended that small employers be exempt from automatic enrolment duties 
altogether, or be granted the right to opt out. But as new pensions minister Steve Webb had 
already made clear when launching the Making Automatic Enrolment Work UHYLHZµQRZLV
not the time for fiddling around the edges of polices, but for setting in process some real 
UHIRUP¶ The reality of consensus was of course not always reflected in coalition rhetoric: 
despite KLVREYLRXVGHEWWR/DERXU¶VHIIRUWVLQWKLVDUHDWebb described the New Labour era 
DV µD GHFDGH RI ZLOG VSHQGLQJ DQG XQVXVWDLQDEOH ERUURZLQJ¶ DQG DUJXHG WKH FRDOLWLRQ
JRYHUQPHQW¶VPDLQSHQVLRQVSROLF\REMHFWLYHZRXOGEH µUHLQYHQW>LQJ@DFXOWXUHRIVDYLQJV$
FXOWXUHZKHUHSHRSOH WDNH UHVSRQVLELOLW\ IRU VDYLQJ IRU WKHLU IXWXUH¶ :HEE Clearly, 
the JRYHUQPHQW¶V WKLQNLQJ ZDV IL[HG IDU PRUH RQ LQVWLOOLQJ ILQDQFLDOLVDWLRQ DQG
individualisation within the pensions system than on untangling firms from the regulatory red 
tape that the new system created for employers. And they were comfortable linking this 
objective to their austerity agenda, despite the significant increase in expenditure that would 
result, and the fact that automatic enrolment originated during the boom years. 
These messages have been reinforced by subsequent policy developments. Whereas 
previously policy had ostensibly been driven by the notion that population ageing created a 
need for individuals to save more privately, the Reinvigorating Workplace Pensions green 
SDSHU SXEOLVKHG LQHOHYDWHG µunder-saving¶ by individuals to one of the two reasons 
(alongside ageing) why the pensions system was in need of reform ± despite the fact that the 
implementation of automatic enrolment had not even begun. The paper explained the 
JRYHUQPHQW¶V PRWLYDWLRQ DV WKH µQHHG WR SXW LQ SODFH WKH FRQGLWLons to ensure that in the 
IXWXUH«SHRSOHDUHVDYLQJDVXIILFLHQWDPRXQWIRUWKHLUUHWLUHPHQWDQGWDNHUHVSRQVLELOLW\IRU
GRLQJVR¶':3The intimate role of the financial services industry in delivering 
this approach was underlined by the coalitLRQJRYHUQPHQW¶VSODQVIRUµVPDOOSRWV¶WKDWLVWKH
problem of individuals accruing a large number of relatively small (and uneconomical) pots 
of DC pensions saving as they move jobs, and are automatically enrolled in a different 
scheme by each new employer. Given the initial enrolment system is now based on inertia, 
individuals cannot be expected to pro-actively transfer their pot to a new scheme several 
times, as they change employer. Indeed, it may not be in their interests to do so, as their new 
emplo\HU¶V VFKHPHPD\KDYHKLJKHUFKDUJHV WKDQ WKHRQH WKH\DUH OHDYLQJEHKLQG<HW WKH
JRYHUQPHQWKDVGHFLGHGRQDV\VWHPRIµSRWIROORZVPHPEHU¶ZKHUHE\LQGLYLGXDOV¶VDYLQJV
DUHDXWRPDWLFDOO\WUDQVIHUUHGWRWKHQHZHPSOR\HU¶VVFKHPH (unless the individual opts out). 
The main alternative option was for the government to establish a state-run µDJJUHJDWRU¶RU
use NEST for this purpose) into which all deferred savings would be invested.  
It is understandable that the government opted against establishing a new public body to 
take responsibility for a significant portion (and perhaps even the majority) of all 
DFFXPXODWHGSHQVLRQVVDYLQJLQWKHIXWXUHEXWWKHµSRWIROORZVPHPEHU¶DSSURDFKUepresents, 
on top of automatic enrolment in general, another boon for pensions providers. The 
transaction costs ± GHHPHG µXQTXDQWLILDEOH¶ E\ ':3  -19) ± involved in pots 
entering and exiting schemes by default will be significant. Moreover, it means the vast 
majority of funds generated by automatic enrolment will remain privately managed, rather 
than millions of deferred pots being deposited in a state-run, or at least highly-regulated, 
aggregator scheme. The decision has to be seen in the context of the dominance of the 
automatic enrolment market by insurance companies. Group personal pensions (GPPs) 
offered directly to employers by insurers are now the most common form of workplace 
pension scheme. The trust-based governance structure which typified DB provision, and 
ZKLFKWKHJRYHUQPHQW¶V1(67VFKHPHPLPLFVIRU'&SURYLVLRQLVVHHQDVDQDOWHUnative to 
insurance-run schemes. But many insurers have in fact now established independent trusts ± 
taking advantage of lax rules on the composition and appointment of trustee boards ± in order 
to manage their automatic enrolment business. Legal and General, whose Pensions Strategy 
Director Adrian Boulding was part of the Making Automatic Enrolment Work review team, 
have pioneered this approaFK LQ UHFHQW \HDUV :KLOH WKHVH VFKHPHV¶ WUXVWHHV DUH OHJDOO\
responsible solely to the scheme members, invariably formal and informal arrangements 
relating to the creation of the scheme itself mean that the SDUHQW FRPSDQ\¶V SURGXFWV and 
services in terms of scheme administration and investment management are favoured. Of 
course, even such outcomes may be considered preferable to GPPs, which are distinguished 
by the absence of even the principle of scheme governance independent of the provider. 
The dual processes of proselytising financially responsible behaviour in conjunction with 
increased engagement with the financial sector typifies the wider financialisation process. It 
is worth reflecting on the fact that at every stage of the development of automatic enrolment 
and related policies the need to retrench state provision in the wake of population ageing has 
been emphasised by policy-makers, especially after the economic downturn and change of 
government. Yet as noted above automatic enrolment will cost £11 billion more than the 
current system in tax foregone due to pensions tax relief. This does not mean that the 
FRDOLWLRQJRYHUQPHQW¶V DXVWHULW\ DJHQGD LV QRW UHOHYDQW WR UHFHQWGHYHORSPHQWV LQSHQVLRQV
policy ± but it does require us to recast the meaning and intent of austerity in British politics. 
Austerity should be conceived as part of a wider agenda around reconfiguring the relationship 
between state and individual; the coalition government is content to commit additional public 
resources to welfare (although not necessarily content to publicise this fact) if it reinforces 
this agenda. 
The decision to withdraw other forms of public support for saving might appear to 
contradict this argument. The government has of course maintained the tax-advantaged 
Independent Savings Account (ISA) introduced by the Labour government in 1999 (although 
ISAs were of course a repackaging of the Personal Equity Plan and Tax-Exempt Special 
Savings Account introduced by the Thatcher government). Yet they have abandoned the 
more novel instruments for incentivising saving introduced by Labour towards the end of its 
time in office, that is, the Child Trust Fund (CTF), noted above, and the Saving Gateway. 
Through the CTF, introduced in 2005, the government gave £250 to every child at birth, and 
a further £250 at age 7, generally for investment in low-cost and largely tax-free equity funds. 
For low-income families the amount was £500 at both stages. The entire fund could be 
transferred into an ISA at age 18 irrespective of ISA deposit limits. Through the Saving 
Gateway, which had been set for national roll-out in July 2010, the government would have 
given low-income individuals in receipt of certain means-tested 50p for every £1 they saved, 
up to a maximum of £25 per month, over a two-year period. Both schemes were intended to 
kick-start a habit of saving among those least inclined to save ± young people and the poorest 
groups ± but both were scrapped by the coalition government immediately upon taking office. 
These developments arH QRW KRZHYHU LQFRQVLVWHQW ZLWK WKLV DUWLFOH¶V DUJXPHQW DERXW
financialisation and pensions provision. Firstly, the schemes involve relatively small amounts 
of public expenditure. The CTF ZDVGHVFULEHGDVDµGHFHSWLRQ¶E\WKHQ&KLHI6HFUHWDU\WRWKH
TreaVXU\ 'DYLG /DZV  DUJXLQJ WKDW WKH FKLOGUHQ LQ UHFHLSW RI WKH JRYHUQPHQW¶V
contribution were not being made richer because those contributions were funded by 
government borrowing; which they would be responsible for servicing in the future. The 
µHPHUJHQF\¶EXGJHWRI-XQHGHVFULEHGWKH6DYLQJ*DWHZD\DVµQRWDIIRUGDEOHJLYHQWKH
QHHG WR UHGXFH WKHGHILFLW¶ +07UHDVXU\ Yet the former saved the government 
only around £500 million per year, while the latter saved around £100 million per year ± 
fairly meagre sums in comparison to the cost of automatic enrolment. These decisions 
allowed the government to demonstrate its commitment to austerity, without jeopardising the 
broader financialisation agenda. 
Secondly, and crucially, we should not equate financialisation simply with requiring 
individuals to save more. Rather, it is about individuals taking responsibility for their own 
financial security. Indeed, this may mean saving less, not more, insofar as it involves taking 
on both mortgage and consumer debt, in order to participate in a consumption-led growth 
strategy dependent on the housing market (Hay, 2013). While automatic enrolment will, 
statistically speaking, ceteris parabus, increase the saving rate (that is, the proportion of 
current income saved rather than consumed), in an economic sense pensions are not a form of 
saving, rather deferred consumption. This rationale for automatic enrolment was stated boldly 
in the Making Automatic Enrolment Work report (DWP, 2010: 29). Private pensions saving 
therefore increases individual self-reliance in retirement, and offers the state an opportunity 
to partially retreat from a major form of welfare provision, to a far greater extent than general 
or short-term saving. As such, fiscal activism to support pensions saving is justifiable, far 
more so than support for other forms of saving. 
Thirdly, because they are technically investment products rather than saving, private 
pensions create intimate links between individuals and the financial sector. The rise of DC 
SHQVLRQV LQ ZKLFK WKH LQGLYLGXDO¶V UHWLUHPHQW LQFRPH LV GLUHFWO\ DIIHFWHG E\ LQYHVWPHQW
returns (unlike DB pensions), reinforces this relationship. The same cannot be said about 
ISAs; even when they are invested rather than held as cash, there are strict limits on the 
amount that can be saved. General saving may even be a way to partially withdraw from 
participating in the wider financialised economy. At first sight, however, changes to the 
annuitisation process announced by the Chancellor at the budget in March 2014 appear to 
alter the role of financial service providers in the provision of DC pensions. The change 
essentially completes a process of reform initiated in 2011, and means that individuals in DC 
schemes no longer have to use their pensions saving to buy an annuity when they retire. 
Interestingly, the change was heralded by the coalition government as a liberation of 
LQGLYLGXDOV¶ RZQ PRQH\ LQ WKDW LW UHPRYHV WKH FRPSXOVLRQ WR KDQG WKHLU SRW RYHU
irreversibly, to an insurance company (HM Treasury, 2014). In this way, the notion of 
SHUVRQDOUHVSRQVLELOLW\IRURQH¶VRZQUHWLUHPHQWVHFXULW\ZKLFKLVFHQWUDOWRILQDQFLDOLVDWLRQ
was reinforced, albeit seemingly at the expense of another feature of financialisation, the 
dependence on financial services ± UHPLQGLQJ XV RI :DWVRQ¶V a) argument that 
financialisation strategies invariably contradict each other. Yet it must be noted that the vast 
majority of people will probably still buy annuities ± because most people will be unable to 
manage the longevity risk by any other means ± and most of those that do not will move their 
money into other financial products offered by insurers, notwithstanding concerns voiced by 
former Liberal Democrat cabinet minister Chris Huhne (2014) that the wealthiest savers will 
now invest instead in the buy-to-let housing market. Individual engagement with financial 
services may in fact become more intense. The change, which was broadly welcomed by 
Labour, was also controversial insofar as it appeared to underminH6WHYH:HEE¶VSODQV IRU
µGHILQHG DPELWLRQ¶ SHQVLRQV WKDW LV VFKHPHV ZKLFK FRQWDLQ HOHPHQWV RI ERWK '% DQG '&
pensions. Indeed, plans for a new regulatory framework enabling DB-like µFROOHFWLYH¶ '& 
(CDC) schemes were announced by DWP alongside the TreasuU\¶V DQQRXQFHPHQW RQ
annuities, despite the fact that CDC schemes require an even greater degree of compulsion 
regarding decumulation than was already the case, not further deregulation (Berry, 2014). 
CDC schemes, popular in the Netherlands and Denmark, mimic pure DC schemes insofar as 
outcomes are dependent on investment returns rather than a formula related to working-age 
earnings, yet allow members to share investment risks within the scheme, including across 
generations, enabling riskier, but typically more efficient, investment strategies (Pitt-Watson 
and Mann, 2012). However, enabling CDC is not the same as mandating or even 
incentivising CDC, and it is likely that if CDC is introduced in the UK, it will be via the 
modification of existing DB schemes. 7KHUHIRUH µGHILQHG DPELWLRQ¶ VHUYHV WR IDFLOLWDWH
further, albeit partial, individualisation of collective provision, rather than collectivisation of 
individualised provision.  
 
The state pension system  
The state pension system now in operation in the UK has undergone several major reforms in 
the last forty years ± although none as big as the reform that will be introduced in April 2016, 
ZKHQDµsingle-tier¶VWDWHSHQVLRQUHSODFHVWKHEDVLFVWDWHSHQVLRQ%63DQGearnings-related 
VWDWHVHFRQGSHQVLRQ637KLVZLOOHVVHQWLDOO\FRPSOHWHWKHVWDWHSHQVLRQ¶VUHLQYHQWLRQDVD
platform for private saving. Again, while the reform can be broadly associated with the 
FRDOLWLRQ JRYHUQPHQW¶V austerity agenda, cutting pensioner expenditure is not the principal 
objective for reform, or even an important motivation. The starting rate of £144 per week (in 
2012/13 terms) for the new benefit was carefully chosen to ensure that single-tier cost the 
same as the systems it was replacing for the foreseeable future (forecasting suggests it costs 
slightly less from the 2050s onwards), yet the coalition had already significantly increased the 
long-term cost of the current system by restoring earnings indexation for state pensions in 
payment. Crucially, single-tier means the entire state pension award will be uprated by 
earnings growth (at present, earnings-related state pensions in payment are uprated only by 
inflation). Current pensions minister 6WHYH:HEELQIDFWZDQWVWRPDNHSHUPDQHQWWKHµWULSOH
ORFN¶ of indexation by the higher of earnings growth, inflation or 2.5 per cent, but the 
earnings link alone will substantially increase the value of state pensions (and the triple lock 
has no impact on the public finances over the long term, because annual earnings growth is 
assumed to be above both inflation and 2.5 per cent in economic forecasts). We can see in the 
discrepancy between the apparent principle of cost-neutrality for single-tier, and the increased 
cost of state pension provision when the coalitioQ¶VUHIRUPVDUHDVVHVVHGDVDZKROHDKLJKO\
UHYHDOLQJDVSHFWRIWKHFRDOLWLRQJRYHUQPHQW¶VSXUVXLWRIILQDQFLDOLVDWLRQZLWKLQWKHFRQWH[WRI
austerity: it is prepared to commit greater public resources to ensure the viability of the 
reformed system, yet invariably is content to appear to be spending no more, or less, than on 
the system they inherited from Labour. The early adoption of earnings indexation by the 
coalition enabled it to be presented as a fait accompli when the costs of the single-tier reforms 
were later being considered. Nevertheless, by redefining the purpose of the state pension as 
enabling private retirement saving by individuals, the reform represents a subtle form of 
welfare retrenchment through which the state withdraws from any attempt to provide a 
genuine income-replacement benefit for pensioners, instead offering a framework within 
which individuals can become self-reliant ±and quietly spending more in order to facilitate 
this framework. 
The apparent radicalism of the coalition goverQPHQW¶V plan necessitates a brief look at the 
recent history of state pensions in the UK. In 1978, the Labour government established the 
state earnings-related pension scheme (SERPS). Ostensibly a top-up to the BSP, SERPS was 
essentially a state-run DB pension scheme in which outcomes were based on the amount of 
National Insurance paid by individuals each year (in contrast to simply the number of years 
spent paying National Insurance). As such, SERPS is best conceived as part of the story of 
DB decline in the private sector, rather than a straightforward attempt to improve the state 
pension ± DV LW XVHG WKHJRYHUQPHQW¶VEDODQFH-sheet to extend DB pensions to workers for 
whom private sector provision was becoming increasingly inaccessible. It is hard to see 
SERPS as anything other than the zenith of both DB and state pension provision. The 
Thatcher government cut the SERPS accrual rate as soon as it entered power in 1979, and in 
1980 it infamously indexed the BSP to inflation rather than earnings increases. Moreover, as 
noted earlier, LW DOORZHG '& SHQVLRQV WR EH XVHG IRU µFRQWUDFWLQJ RXW¶ $ NH\ HOHPHQW RI
SERPS was that individuals that already had good DB provision in the private sector (and the 
employer providing the scheme) could pay lower National Insurance contributions in return 
for forgoing access to SERPS ± the Thatcher government also allowed DC pensions to be 
used for this purpose, thereby providing a major fiscal boost to individualised private 
pensions provision. 
Of course, as demonstrated above, the rise of DC did not match the decline of DB, and 
pensioner poverty was becoming an endemic public policy problem. As such, at around the 
same time as implementing its stakeholder pensions programme to improve access to private 
pensions, the Blair government also hugely increased the means-tested support available to 
the poorest pensioners by introducing Pension Credit, set at a level designed to lift pensioner 
households out of poverty, and rising each year with earnings. The Labour government was 
consistently criticised for not restoring earnings indexation to BSP (especially when its 
apparent success in controlling inflation produced a rise in weekly payment of just 75 pence 
in 1999), but in addition to introducing Pension Credit, Labour also replaced SERPS with the 
state second pension (S2P). This move broadened access to the earnings-related state pension, 
including to those making contributions to society other than through paid employment, and 
improved outcomes for low earners (at the same time as, in general, making the benefit less 
generous). 
)RUWKHPRVWSDUWWKH/DERXUJRYHUQPHQW¶VVWDWHSHQVLRQUHFRUGLVRQHFKDUDFWHULVHGE\D
continuing decline in the real value of the state pension for most people, albeit with additional 
support for the poorest groups (both current and future pensioners). The picture is not quite 
this straightforward (as discussed below), but the basic infrastructure of the state pension 
system remained intact until the coalition government took office. The µsingle-tier¶ state 
pension represents a radical change in that it discontinues the accrual of S2P, and abolishes 
the associated contracting out arrangements. The flat-rate pension will be set above the level 
of the minimum income guarantee in Pension Credit, significantly scaling back the extent of 
means-testing in pensioner benefits. The new benefit also individualises the state pension 
system, by removing all entitlements based on marriage or civil partnership. The 2012 white 
pDSHUZKLFKFRQILUPHGWKHJRYHUQPHQW¶VGHFLVLRQZDVH[SOLFLWRQWKHUDWLRQDOHIRUFKDQJH 
 
The implementation of the single-tier pension will fundamentally reshape the state 
pension system. It is designed around modern society, with a clearly defined 
function: to provide a foundation to support people saving for retirement (DWP, 
2013a: 27). 
  
Interestingly, the 2011 green paper had identified the Universal Credit reforms as a model 
that pensions policy would seek to replicate, albeit by incentivising saving rather than work: 
 
This Government is taking forward radical reform to simplify the welfare system 
and ensure that work pays through the introduction of Universal Credit. We are 
now interested in looking at options for delivering a simpler and fairer state 
pension which rewards those who do the right thing and save for their retirement 
and is sustainable for future generations (DWP, 2011: 7). 
 Simplicity was listed in the green paper as the third of four principles underpinning state 
SHQVLRQUHIRUPZLWKVLPSOLILFDWLRQHQVXULQJµWKDWLWLVHDVLHUIRUSHRSOHWRSODQDQGVDYHIRU
their retiremenW¶7KHILUVWSULQFLSOHKRZHYHUwas µSHUVRQDOUHVSRQVLELOLW\¶WKHVHFRQGDQG
IRXUWKZHUH UHVSHFWLYHO\ IDLUQHVVDQGDIIRUGDELOLW\ LQGLYLGXDOVKDG WREHHQDEOHG WR µWDNH
responsibility for their retirement aspirations in the context of increased longeYLW\¶ 7KH
GRFXPHQWIXUWKHUH[SODLQHGWKDWµ>S@HUVRQDOUHVSRQVLELOLW\LVRQO\SRVVLEOHLIZRUNLQJSHRSOH
IHHO WKH\ ZLOO EH UHZDUGHG IRU GRLQJ WKH ULJKW WKLQJ¶ ':3  -8). Crucially, Steve 
:HEE¶VIRUHZRUGWRWKHJUHHQSDSHUVXJJHVWHGWKDWVLPSOLILFDWLon, fairness and affordability 
were not ends in themselves, but rather means for delivering the first principle: 
 
We want to support people to take more responsibility in saving for their 
retirement. We cannot realise that vision without making sure that the foundation 
of that saving is simple to understand, fair, and fiscally sustainable in the long 
term (cited in DWP, 2011: 5). 
 
As suggested above, the notion of fiscal sustainability houses a very complex arrangement 
whereby the higher costs of the new system are shielded from view by the emphasis being 
placed on the transformed state/individual relationship that will be created by the system ± 
the austerity agenda is therefore simultaneously both overlooked, in a direct sense, but also 
quintessentially legitimated. In this way, single-tier advances the financialisation of the state, 
by offering a revised, and narrower, demarcation of its responsibilities in terms of our 
financial circumstances in retirement, irrespective of the cost implications. The state pension 
will of course not be delivered by private financial institutions or subject to financial market 
disciplines, but the single-tier reforms are also consistent with the more expansive definition 
of financialisation offered here. Receipt of the state pension is recast as enabling ± or even 
rewarding ± prudent financial behaviour, rather than a product of entitlement. 
The main pensions industry bodies have been strongly supportive of the single-tier state 
pension, despite the cessation of subsidies associated with contracting out, and despite the 
fact that they had previously been supportive of the changes made by the Labour government 
that have now been swept away. For instance, the National Association of Pension Funds 
(NAPF) GHFODUHG WKHPVHOYHV µH[WUHPHO\ VXSSRUWLYH¶ DUJXLQJ WKDW µthe State Pension [sic.] 
system has a key role to play in providing an adequate retirement income for pensioners and 
LQSURYLGLQJDVROLGIRXQGDWLRQRQZKLFK WREDVHSULYDWHSHQVLRQVDYLQJ¶ 1$3)2011: 4). 
The Association of British Insurers concurred (see House of Commons Work and Pensions 
Committee, 2013). Interestingly, research by Traute Meyer and Paul Bridgen (2012) found 
WKDW WKH UHDVRQ WKHVH ERGLHV KDG JHQHUDOO\ VXSSRUWHG /DERXU¶V HIIRUWV WR improve state 
pension outcomes for low earners, even if this appeared to reduce dependence on private 
pensions, was that it would also reduce regulatory scrutiny of the market they operated in. 
We might be seeing a similar phenomenon now, with the pensions industry aware that as long 
as the state is lifting virtually all pensioners out of poverty, there will be little need to 
seriously interrogate the performance of the private pensions marketplace. Clearly, the 
relationship between policy-makers and industry bodies in relation to state pension reform is 
an area where further research would be illuminating. 
It should be noted that, while Labour did not remove the earnings-related state pension ± 
in fact, by introducing S2P they arguably sought to entrench it further ± the reinvention of the 
state pension as primarily a platform for private saving had already begun under the Blair and 
Brown governments. Two key developments illustrate this: firstly, Pension Credit 
encompassed not only a minimum income guarantee but also the Saving Credit, which meant 
people with small amounts of private pensions income above the state pension received a 
larger top-up. More importantly, and secondly, the Pensions Commission had strongly 
considered the merits of a single-tier pension, but concluded that the messy legacy of 
contracting out meant that a single benefit, if rapidly introduced, would actually further 
complicate the state pension system. Instead, they recommended flattening accrual of S2P 
(therefore diluting its earnings-related element), so that in tandem the two state pension 
benefits would over time produce a flat-rate benefit. The Labour government accepted this 
proposal: its 2006 white paper on automatic enrolment and personal accounts therefore also 
introduced reforms to the state pension. The reforms were justified in a similar vein to the 
single-tier approach: 
  
[I]n order to make the system of personal accounts effective, we will provide a 
solid foundation on which people can save. To achieve this, we will reform state 
pensions so that they are simpler and more generous (DWP, 2006: 17). 
 
7KH FRDOLWLRQ JRYHUQPHQW¶V  Zhite paper claims the mantle of William Beveridge, 
whose ideas spawned the UK social insurance system after the Second World War. It is 
indeed correct that Beveridge imagined the social insurance-based state pension as a 
foundation amount which could be supplemented by private saving. Yet the coalition 
government has made very little reference to the principle of social insurance in outlining its 
plans for the single-tier state pension. The state pension system is seemingly no longer 
deemed a collective enterprise administered by the state, but rather emblematic of a 
transactional relationship between state and individual in which the state takes responsibility 
for preventing poverty, in return for individuals taking responsibility for everything else. As 
VXFK%HYHULGJH¶VOHJDF\KDVRQO\been partially appropriated, despite the fact that the social 
insurance-style funding mechanism has been retained, and that single-tier arguably returns to 
%HYHULGJH¶V RULJLQDO YLVLRQ IRU VRFLDO LQVXUDQFH DW OHDVW LQ FRQWUDVW WR WKH IXQGLQJ
arrangements related to the earnings-related state pension established by Labour in the 1970s, 
and the means-tested pensioner benefits augmented by the Conservatives in the 1980s. 
Interestingly, an annex to the white paper on the history of the state pension makes no 
reIHUHQFH WRKRZ%HYHULGJH¶VEDVLF VWDWHSHQVLRQZDV IXQGHG. The underlying rationale for 
the single-tier pension is probably closer, therefore, to that of the means-tested Pension Credit 
EHQHILWLWVHHNVWRDEROLVKDQGLQGHHGWKH8.¶VILUVWVWDWHSHQVLRQthe means-WHVWHGµROGDJH
SHQVLRQ¶LQWURGXFHGa century earlier in 1909. 
But giving virtually everybody a flat-rate state pension of £144 per week leads to some 
highly complex, and in some cases perverse, distributional consequences. The single-tier 
pension offers a much larger state pension to some groups, particularly the lowest paid or 
those with limited employment records. They would of course have been entitled to Pension 
Credit in retirement, but pensioner couples receive a lower joint rate of Pension Credit (the 
single-tier pension has only individual rates), and the benefit has suffered from relatively low 
take-up. However, the single-tier pension also offers more to some among those that need it 
the least, that is, those currently not accruing an earnings-related state pension because they 
have µcontracted out¶ due to membership of a good occupational pension scheme (usually in 
the public sector). At the same time, single-tier initially offers a much lower state pension to 
those retiring several decades from now who could have expected to be µFRQWUDFWHGLQ¶WR63 
for a significant portion of their career. But this group is itself quite diverse, given the patchy 
nature of occupational pension provision in the private sector, and, furthermore, the fact that 
their full state pension award will be uprated by at least the rise in average earnings 
(currently, S2P and its predecessor benefits are only uprated once in payment by inflation) 
means the losses experienced by this group should not be exaggerated (see Institute for Fiscal 
Studies, 2013 for a more complete distributional analysis). It should be noted, finally, that 
means-tested benefits will remain a significant feature of pensioner benefits. The guarantee 
element of Pension Credit will remain for those not in receipt of a full single-tier pension, and 
many pensioners without significant amounts of private saving will remain entitled to means-
tested benefits such as Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit. This is a crucial caveat, 
ZKLFK VHUYHV WR LOOXPLQDWH WKH JRYHUQPHQW¶V LQWHQW WKH impression that the state pension 
creates a firm and simplified savings platform, beyond means-testing, is apparently more 
important than whether such a platform exists in actuality. 
It should be noted, finally, that the coalition government is also increasing the age at 
which individuals become entitled to the state pension. The Labour government had already 
LPSOHPHQWHGWKH3HQVLRQV&RPPLVVLRQ¶VUHFRPPHQGDWLRQWRUDLVHVWDWHSHQVLRQDJHWRE\
2026, 67 by 2036, and 68 by 2046 (with the Major government having already legislated to 
equalise male and female state pension ages at 65 in 2020, at the behest of the European 
Union). The coalition government has brought forward the increase to 66 to 2020 (therefore 
accelerating the equalisation timetable), and plans to bring forward the increase to 67 to 2028, 
and the increase to 68 to 2036. Clearly, such changes are associated with increasing 
longevity, but it is not clear that they can or should be seen as constitutive elements of state 
pension reform more generally. They represent a response by the state to the increased 
welfare costs associated with population ageing, but do they represent welfare retrenchment? 
In other words, they may represent austerity, conventionally understood, but it is not clear 
that changes to state pension age represent financialisation. Increasing state pension age does 
not in itself rewrite the relationship between state and individual, it simply makes the system 
slightly less generous in terms of lifetime benefit receipt ± set against the backdrop of the vast 
majority of people receiving more in state pension benefits over the course of their retirement 
than they might have expected at the start of their working lives. Arguably, increasing state 
pension age has been necessary to fund the additional expenditure represented by restoring 
earnings indexation, or indeed the cost of automatic enrolment ± but it is clearly not integral 
WRWKHVWUXFWXUHRIWKHQHZEHQHILW7KHJRYHUQPHQW¶VGHFLVLRQs on state pension age appear to 
have been quite ad hoc rather than strategic. 
 
Conclusion 
This article has argued that the two apparent revolutions in pensions policy now underway 
represent the financialisation of UK pensions provision, not solely in terms of the 
reorientation of individual behaviour and aspirations, but also through the role of pensions 
policy in facilitating new financial markets, and epitomising the financialisation of the state 
itself. The financialisation of UK pensions provision was evident under the New Labour 
government, which legislated to introduce automatic enrolment into private pensions, and 
began to characterise its state pension reforms as the development of a platform for private 
pensions saving (and indeed initiated under the Thatcher government). Although it has not 
been expressed in these terms, there has been a longstanding commitment to the 
financialisation of welfare provision among the main political parties in the UK, which helps 
to explain the continuity in pensions policy ± despite the financial crisis and severe economic 
downturn, and the potential contradiction between the increased costs of financialised 
SHQVLRQVSURYLVLRQLQSUDFWLFHDQGWKHFRDOLWLRQ¶VDXVWHULW\DJHQGD 
The article invites us not to dismiss austerity, however, but rather to recast it as part of the 
wider financialisation agenda. The government seems content to marshal the imagery of 
austerity in order to justify increased expenditure on pensions, and in doing so calls upon the 
powerful image of an ageing society, which of course was a notable feature of public 
discourse on pensions policy before the financial crisis. The existing literature on 
financialisation and pensions in the UK has not afforded a central role to ageing in analysis, 
despite its consistent invocation by policy-makers. This article has not sought to interrogate 
the strength of the influence of population ageing on policy development, or indeed to gauge 
the sincerity of policy-PDNHUV¶ UHIHUHQFHV WR WKLV WUHQG yet has sought to bring apparent 
concerns about ageing into analysis of financialisation more centrally, given the particular 
relevance of population ageing to pensions provision. Clearly, policy-PDNHUV¶XQGHUVWDQGLQJ
of ageing (and austerity) is an area where further research is required. The role of both the 
media (in reproducing political narratives related to financialisation, austerity and ageing) and 
the private pensions industry (in lobbying for particular reforms) also stand out as areas 
where further research would be welcome. What is important, however, is that future analysis 
of financialisation recognises the piecemeal and often uneven process by which 
financialisation is advanced in major areas of social policy. The process is invariably shaped 
by traditional practices and extant political circumstances, and the impact of financialisation 
on public policy is probably best conceived in terms of its effect in framing the nature of the 
problem which policy is ostensibly addressing ± in this case, an under-saving crisis in the 
context of population ageing, the severity of which was underlined by the impact of the 
financial crisis and recession on the state. 
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Notes 
1. Earnings indexation immediately added more than £400 million to the annual cost of the 
basic state pension. In practice this extra spending has not materialised due to sluggish 
earnings growth, but over the long term we can expect the additional spending resulting from 
earnings indexation to grow significantly as earnings growth typically outpaces inflation 
(especially inflation measured in CPI terms), and earnings indexation will from 2016 apply to 
WKH ZKROH VWDWH SHQVLRQ DZDUG XQGHU WKH µVLQJOH WLHU¶ V\VWHP Ds discussed in the second 
section). 
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